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PRESS RELEASE 

Opera is a 21st Century collection of sculptural vases made by Italian artisans. It is part of the collectible 
design language Opera that has been developed by the Edizione Limitata’s art research team in Milan. The 
piece arouse from a study on revolution solids and hundreds of harmonic shapes tests. The results resemble 
instruments from a different culture with a long story that will be narrated in a new interior. 
An elegant, lyrical language, where the conical shape of glass, a sharp material, subdues a soft base firmly 
planted in the marble ground. 

Images show a V1 version in Oreo Grey + Shiny Glass and a V2 version in Rosso Balmoral + Shiny Glass

OPERA V1—vase
HxWxL 
16.5x35 Ø cm 
6.5x13.8Ø “ 
OP1_STN_GL

OPERA V2— vase
HxWxL 
40x12 Ø cm 
15.7x4.7 Ø cm 
OP2_STN_GL

OPERA



FINISHINGS
customizable on request

Sanded Glass Transparent Glass

DETAILS

- Every piece has a marked and progressively numbered metal plate. Each product of Edizione Limitata 
Factory is unique and part of a limited edition serie.
- On request, Edizione limitata offers vizualization service in order to customize the pieces in different 
materials and dimensions. The customer will be assisted by the Edizione Limitata’s team of designers. 
Materials samples are available on demand. 
- Small variations in finishing and colors - as well as the ones between pieces - are innate and natural, espe-
cially for solid wood pieces like Bayou ones. They clearly show the origin of raw materials and the craftsman-
ship of the process
- Each material will have a different cost, for each variation Edizione Limitata will provide a specific quote 
different from the one in the pictures.



FINISHINGS
customizable on request

Breccia Paradiso Marble

Silver Travertine

Fior Di Pesco Marble

Africa Black Granite

Oreo Grey Marble

Rosso Albania Marble

DETAILS

- Every piece has a marked and progressively numbered metal plate. Each product of Edizione Limitata 
Factory is unique and part of a limited edition serie.
- On request, Edizione limitata offers vizualization service in order to customize the pieces in different 
materials and dimensions. The customer will be assisted by the Edizione Limitata’s team of designers. 
Materials samples are available on demand. 
- Small variations in finishing and colors - as well as the ones between pieces - are innate and natural, espe-
cially for solid wood pieces like Bayou ones. They clearly show the origin of raw materials and the craftsman-
ship of the process. 
- Each material will have a different cost, for each variation Edizione Limitata will provide a specific quote 
different from the one in the pictures.



FINISHINGS
customizable on request

DETAILS

- Every piece has a marked and progressively numbered metal plate. Each product of Edizione Limitata 
Factory is unique and part of a limited edition serie.
- On request, Edizione limitata offers vizualization service in order to customize the pieces in different 
materials and dimensions. The customer will be assisted by the Edizione Limitata’s team of designers. 
Materials samples are available on demand. 
- Small variations in finishing and colors - as well as the ones between pieces - are innate and natural, espe-
cially for solid wood pieces like Bayou ones. They clearly show the origin of raw materials and the craftsman-
ship of the process. 
- Each material will have a different cost, for each variation Edizione Limitata will provide a specific quote 
different from the one in the pictures.

Baltic Brown

Balmoral Granite

Yellow Onyx

Serizzo Antigorio Granite

Tiger Onyx 

Zebrato Travertine


